The displacement calculus of Morrill, Valentín and Fadda (2011) [25] aspires to replace the calculus of Lambek (1958) [13] as the foundation of categorial grammar by accommodating intercalation as well as concatenation while remaining free of structural rules and enjoying Cut-elimination and its good corollaries. Jäger (2005) [11] proposes a type logical treatment of anaphora with syntactic duplication using limited contraction. Morrill and Valentín (2010) [24] apply (modal) displacement calculus to anaphora with lexical duplication and propose extension with a negation as failure in conjunction with additives to capture binding conditions. In this paper we present an account of anaphora developing characteristics and employing machinery from both of these proposals.
Introduction
Categorial grammar develops logical syntax, semantics and processing (see Moortgat [18, 19] , Morrill [26, 27] , Carpenter [3] , Jäger [11] ). Syntactically, grammatical categories or types are formulas of a non-commutative logic which reduces grammaticality to theoremhood. Semantically, a grammatical derivation or proof has a reading as an intuitionistic proof and hence a typed lambda term under the Curry-Howard correspondence, and this composes a logical semantic sentence meaning out of the lexical semantics of words represented by higher-order terms. Computationally, the logical grammar architecture is implemented by a parser/theorem-prover under the parsing-as-deduction paradigm.
The original foundation for such logical categorial grammar was the logic of concatenation of Lambek [13] which, however, has had a varied history. The calculus was largely lost in the wake of the tidal wave of transformational grammar until it was rediscovered in the 1980s, when it enjoyed a renaissance. At the end of the 1990s its founder pursued an alternative direction (see Lambek [15, 16] ), but one which retained concatenation-centricity while no longer maintaining the Curry-Howard categorial semantics. The former feature is what we consider the main shortcoming of Lambek calculus: that as a logic of concatenation it can capture some discontinuities, but only when these are peripheral -a specificity uncharacteristic of natural grammar. The displacement calculus of Morrill, Valentín and Fadda [25] aspires to amend this shortcoming of the Lambek calculus as a foundation for logical categorial grammar by accommodating intercalation as well as concatenation while preserving the good technical properties of the Lambek calculus such as being free of structural rules and enjoying Cut-elimination and its corollaries: the subformula property, decidability and the finite reading property. 1 To support discontinuity that paper uses a novel kind of sequent calculus; Cut-elimination is proved and the paper illustrates a range of linguistic applications including anaphora. Morrill and Valentín [24] develop the treatment of anaphora further with modality for locality (see Morrill [21] ) and negation as failure in conjunction with additives, for the binding principles of Chomsky [4] . In anaphora a pronoun shares its interpretation with an antecedent, so that semantic duplication is required. This duplication could be syntactically driven, as in the account with limited contraction of Jäger [11] (see also Jacobson [10] and Hepple [9] ), or lexical, as in the account of Morrill, Valentín and Fadda [25] and Morrill and Valentín [24] (see also Morrill [22] ). It is difficult to do justice to the intricacies of the decades of research that have been devoted to the testing and refining of anaphoric principles; still, in this paper we give a first approximation treatment of anaphora employing features from both of these options, and using as machinery displacement calculus with limited contraction, modality, additives and negation as failure. We prove Cut-elimination for the negation free fragment; it is not appropriate to admit Cut in the logic with the negation as failure, which is non-monotonic.
In Section 2 we define the displacement calculus D and its extension DCA2 with (a version of) limited contraction, additives and S4 modality, and we show Cut-elimination. In Section 3 we extend this with negation as failure. In Section 4 we review categorial semantics for the displacement logic. In Section 5 we present the treatment of anaphora; this is exemplified in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
Displacement calculus and extensions

The displacement calculus D
Let a vocabulary be a set including a placeholder symbol 1 called a separator or marker. We define the sort σ (s) of a string s over the vocabulary as the number of placeholders it contains. For each natural i we define the sort domain L i as the set of all strings containing i placeholders:
The concatenation s 1 + s 2 of a string s 1 of sort i with a string s 2 of sort j is a string of sort i + j, thus we have the functionality + : L i , L j → L i+ j . Note that concatenation is associative and that the empty string, which we notate 0, is a left and right identity for concatenation. In addition to concatenation, we define on (marked) strings two operations of intercalation or 'wrap'. Where α and β are strings and α contains at least one placeholder, we define the leftmost wrap of α around β, α × β, as the result of replacing the leftmost placeholder in α by β, and we define the rightmost wrap of α around β, α × β, as the result of replacing the rightmost placeholder in α by β. For example:
(before + 1 + left + 1 + slept)× (the + man) = before + 1 + left + the + man + slept (2) Thus where k ∈ { , } we have the functionalities × k : L i+1 , L j → L i+ j . Note that both leftmost and rightmost wraps are associative, and that in the same way that the empty string is a left and right identity for concatenation, the marker 1 is a left and right identity for leftmost and rightmost wrap. A vocabulary induces an ω-sorted algebra as follows:
We call this a displacement algebra. A displacement algebra satisfies the following algebraic laws, 2 where k ∈ { , }:
The displacement calculus D is a logic of marked strings which has continuous connectives {\, •, /} defined by residuation with respect to concatenation and discontinuous connectives {↓ k , ⊙ k , ↑ k } k∈{ , } defined by residuation with respect to leftmost and rightmost intercalation. The types of D are sorted into types F i of sort i interpreted as sets of strings of sort i as shown in Fig. 1 where k ∈ { , }. Where A is a type, s A is its sort. We shall optionally omit from connectives the subscript for leftmost wrap. 1 As we shall see, displacement calculus has a single placeholder symbol and employs as syntactic operations one step replacements of this symbol. By contrast, the lambda grammar of Muskens [28] and abstract categorial grammar of de Groote [8] have unboundedly many variable symbols and employ as the syntactic operation beta-reduction, i.e. the reflexive and transitive closure of beta-conversion. 2 It satisfies additionally some further laws of mixed association and mixed permutation, cf. [29] 
product unit
wrap unit The set O of configurations is defined as follows, where Λ denotes the empty configuration and 1 is the metalinguistic marker:
A of a type A is defined by:
The sort of a configuration is the number of metalinguistic markers it contains. Where is a configuration of sort 
i.e. | Γ is the configuration which is the result of replacing the leftmost metalinguistic marker in by Γ ; and | Γ abbreviates ⊗ 1, . . . , 1
i.e. | Γ is the configuration which is the result of replacing the rightmost metalinguistic marker in by Γ . 3 The standard distinguished occurrence notation (Γ ) indicates a distinguished occurrence of Γ with external context .
Here, to deal with discontinuity, the distinguished hyperoccurrence notation
e. a potentially discontinuous distinguished occurrence of Γ with external context 0 and internal contexts 1 , . . . , i .
A sequent Γ ⇒ A for the calculus of displacement D comprises an antecedent configuration Γ of sort i and a succedent type A of sort i. The sequent calculus for D is as shown in Fig. 2 , where k ∈ { , }. 4 It is the vectorial and distinguished hyperoccurrence notational devices which enable sequent calculus for displacement to be presented on the model of multimodal type logical grammar [19] , but without any structural rules, and with | and | as defined operations, not structural connectors: the only structural connector is the comma for concatenation, so that D has multimodal types but retains unimodal sequents.
Extension with limited contraction, additives and modality
The Lambek calculus is free of structural rules but anaphora involves duplication of antecedent semantics. Jäger [11] extends the Lambek calculus with limited contraction to provide an account of anaphora with syntactic duplication. Here we employ a very slight variant of this in the context of the displacement calculus. Limited contraction is for a binary type-constructor | such that B| A signifies an expression of type B containing a free anaphor of type A (cf. Jacobson [10] , who writes B A ). We extend the types of the displacement calculus as follows:
3 Thanks to Philippe de Groote for pointing out that leftmost and rightmost replacements are special cases of fold. 4 Note that by I L I can be inserted anywhere ( We assume rules as follows, where the semicolon separates disjoint hyperoccurrences which may be consistently in any order left-to-right 5 :
We call DC the extension of D with this version of limited contraction.
The displacement calculus is a multiplicative system in the terminology of linear logic [7] . We call DA the extension of this with additives [14, 20, 12] . In the sorting and sequent regime of the displacement calculus these are as follows: We call D2 the extension of D with S4 modality. In the sorting and sequent regime of the displacement calculus this is as follows, where 2Γ signifies a configuration all the types of which have 2 as the main connective.
We call DCA2 the extension of D with the limited contraction, additives and S4 modality.
Remarks on Cut-elimination for DCA2
A few words on technical details and notation. The notation already used Γ 1 ; . . . ; Γ n represents a hypercontext with n (hyper)holes (n > 0) each one substituted by a configuration or a hypercontext. We define the weight of a type as its number of connective occurrences. The weight of an atomic type (of arbitrary sort) is 0. The strategy of the proof of Cut-elimination follows Lambek [13] with the notion of Cut degree which is based on the weight of types. We transform variations in such a way that Cuts are removed or substituted by other Cuts which are, crucially, of lesser degree, while preserving the endsequent. In this way, since no Cut degree is negative the transformation procedure always yields a Cut-free proof in a finite number of steps. Cut-elimination for D is proved in the appendix of Morrill, Valentín and Fadda [25] .
Cut-elimination for DC
Permutation conversions are standard and behave in the same way as for the other connectives. We consider the principal Cut cases which are not so standard. The reader should notice that our metanotation of sequents simplifies the way that Jäger [11] presents the principal Cut cases; as he remarks there are two possible cases of principal Cut for the connective |:
• The case where the minor premise of Cut is the right | rule and the rule of the major premise of Cut is the left | rule:
• The case where the rule of the minor premise of the Cut rule is a | right rule and the rule of the major premise of the Cut rule is a | right rule 6 : 
Cut-elimination for DA
See, for example, [5] . No special new issues arise in the context of sequent calculus for displacement.
Cut-elimination for D2
Where Γ denotes a configuration or hypercontext, 2Γ represents a configuration or hypercontext in which all the occurrences of types are modalized outermost. We sketch the proof for some cases:
• Principal Cut:
We permute the application of the logical rule and the Cut rule. We consider only a case which is a little bit more problematic than usual. Let us suppose that the last rule of the major premise of the Cut rule is an instance of the 2 right rule:
In this case the standard permutation of the logical rule with Cut does not necessarily work; consider:
Now the right 2 rule may not be applicable because is not guaranteed to be fully modalized. The way to fix this consists of permuting the left rule of the minor premise of the Cut rule with the Cut rule as follows 7 :
Negation as failure
Binding theory has negative constraints. We would like then to incorporate negative information into our grammars. Given our type-logical approach, this forces us to account for negative information in the lexicon, namely in the types.
Since DCA2 is a type logic, we are naturally driven to look for a new connective, namely a kind of negation. This is the kind of operator we need. But as we know, in the landscape of substructural logics there are a huge variety of negations. A negation which immediately comes to mind is the negation of linear logic. Given our intuitionistic regime, we could add to DCA2 the constant ⊥ and define negation in terms of one implication or several implications which are at our disposal in our type logic DCA2, namely the continuous implications {\, /} and the discontinuous implications {↓ k , ↑ k : k ∈ { , }}. ⊥ would have the rules 
Suppose that one wants to type a word as a functor X/n tr which requires as argument a typed raised noun phrase, i.e. X/n tr can combine with s/(n\s), but cannot combine with a simple noun phrase n. Using the additive conjunction & and the defined ¬, n tr would be defined as follows:
We would expect then that:
However, let us see the case of:
Clearly, the last rule of the above sequent should be &R:
The first premise of the above derivation is obvious. Let us see the second one:
By Cut elimination (which we can assume, since we are using a standard constant from intuitionistic logic which we add to DCA2), a simple inspection at the sequent shows that:
n, s/(n\s) ⇒ ⊥ It is clear then that a constructive negation does not play the role we want.
A reasonable alternative for the constructive linear negation is the one which Buszkowski [2] proposed in his paper
Categorial grammars with negative information. Here the negation, which we denote ¬ b , is a primitive connective which has a boolean behaviour. More concretely, Buszkowski extends the Lambek calculus L with two axioms and a rule of transposition. The presentation of the calculus, which we denote L ¬ b is categorical:
• Standard rules of residuation, the axiom rule, and the transitive rule of the arrow →.
• Two axioms:
• The rule of transposition:
The calculus L ¬ b suffers some problems. A Gentzen sequent presentation is not known, and more importantly, the decidability of L ¬ b is an open problem. Again, this is not the connective we want. Morrill and Valentín [24] introduce into type logical categorial grammar a negation interpreted in the succedent as non-provability which is in fact a negation as failure. Negation as failure has been studied in the framework of autoepistemic logic (see for example [17] ): (18) Thus for example, to express that walk is a non-third person present tense form we might assign to it a type such as ¬N(3(sg) ))\S. As regards the Cut rule and negation as failure, note that by using them both together we would get undesirable derivations such as the following:
Adding the negation as failure (right) rule brings our categorial logic into the realms of non-monotonic reasoning where the transitivity of the consequence relation must be dropped. As we have seen the other connectives used in this paper, the displacement connectives, limited contraction, additives and S4 modality, enjoy Cut-elimination. But in the presence of negation as failure, the Cut rule must be considered not only no longer eliminable, but inadmissible. However, the subformula property holds of all the connectives used here: the sequent presentation is such that for every rule, the formula occurrences in the premises are always subformulas of those in the conclusion. Given this state of affairs, the Cut-free backward chaining sequent proof search space is finite and hence the categorial logic DCA2 plus negation as failure used in this paper is decidable.
Here we will use the negation only in the context of succedent A & ¬B, which we represent by a synthetic difference operator. Synthetic connectives are defined connectives for which rules can be derived as if they were primitives. They serve to abbreviate. As we shall see in the next section, dropping the negation and maintaining the synthetic difference connective will, crucially, assign a Curry-Howard term to all the derivations of sequents in DCA2 plus the difference operator. Our account of anaphora will make essential use of the mentioned synthetic connective difference '−'.
Semantics
The set T of semantic types is defined on the basis of a set δ of basic semantic types as follows:
A semantic frame comprises a non-empty set W of worlds and a family {D τ } τ ∈T of non-empty semantic type domains such that:
The sets Φ τ of terms of type τ for each type τ are defined on the basis of sets C τ of constants of type τ and enumerably infinite sets V τ of variables of type τ for each type τ as shown in Fig. 3 . Given a semantic frame, a valuation f is a function mapping each constant of type τ into an element of D τ , and an assignment g is a function mapping each variable of type τ into an element of D τ . Where g is such, the update g[x := m] is (g − {(x, g(x))}) ∪ {(x, m)}. Relative to a valuation, an assignment g and a world i ∈ W , each term φ of type τ receives an interpretation [φ] g,i ∈ D τ as shown in Fig. 4 . if y is not free in φ and is free for x in φ α-conversion
if φ is free for y in ψ and modally free for y in ψ
if φ is free for z in χ and modally free for z in χ
if ψ is free for x in φ, and modally free for x in φ ∨∧ φ = φ β-conversion is denotationally invariant across worlds. We say that a term ψ is modally free for x in φ if and only if either ψ is modally closed, or no free occurrence of x in φ is within the scope of an ∧ . The laws of conversion in Fig. 5 obtain; for the sake of brevity we omit the so-called commuting conversions for the case statement. The definition of syntactic types and the semantic type map T sending syntactic types to semantic types is as shown in Fig. 6 for DCA2 with succedent difference. The definition distinguishes types with antecedent polarity (superscript • ) and succedent polarity (superscript o ); where p is a polarity, p is the opposite polarity. Some semantically labelled sequent rules (which are sufficient for our account of anaphora) of DCA2 are given in Fig. 7 . 9 As we said in the previous section, all the derivations of sequents in DCA2 receive a Curry-Howard term:
Fact: Every derivation D of a provable sequent ⇒ A in DCA2 receives a Curry-Howard term Φ D 9 The underscore in the negative subgoal of the difference right rule is an anonymous metavariable. A : Proof. By induction on the length of derivations of DCA2 plus the difference operator. All the rules except for the difference rule assign trivially a Curry-Howard term. The (right) rule of '−' is non-standard for one of the premises has a not provable sequent:
Here, by induction hypothesis the left premise sequent has a Curry-Howard term Φ. The other non-provable sequent does not matter because in the conclusion the succedent is assigned Φ. Therefore the '−' assigns a Curry-Howard term. This ends the proof. 
Anaphora
We assume basic types N for name or (referring) nominal, S for statement or (declarative) sentence, and CN for common (or count) noun. We assume the account of modality for intensionality of Morrill (see [21] , [26, Chapter 5] , [27, Chapter 8] ) so that all lexical types are modalized outermost (i.e. the meanings of words are senses/intensions) and subordinate sentences are modalized (i.e. denote propositions). Thus for example the transitive verb likes will be of type 2((N\S)/N) and the propositional attitude verb believes will be of type 2((N\S)/2S). A verb phrase such as likes Mary will have type N\S. An expression such as believes John likes will have type (N\S)/2N but not type (N\S)/N since the propositional attitude verb requires its dependent clause to be modal.
Possessive pronouns
A possessive pronoun his/her/its cannot take its antecedent from within its common noun complement: * His i friend of John i left (23) However, it can take its antecedent intrasententially from anywhere outside its noun phrase, or intersententially, or extralinguistically: a. John/everyone i saw his i/ j neighbour b. His i/ j neighbour saw John i (24) We assign 10 :
his/her/its : 2((2N|N)/2CN) : poss (25) (Agreement features will be a straightforward final addition.)
Reflexive pronouns
Reflexive pronouns such as himself/herself/itself can take subject antecedents or object antecedents.
Subject-oriented reflexivization like
John i buys himself i coffee (26) is generated by assignment as follows, where here and throughout VP abbreviates N\S, and as remarked earlier we allow ourselves to omit the subscript for leftmost (indeed, here unique) discontinuity:
The hypothetical subtype is not modalized, ensuring that the antecedent is clause-local (cf. Principle A of [4] 
This is captured if we assume that in (29a) the prepositional phrase is a subcategorized complement but that in (29b) it is an adjunct with a modalized object as follows:
neighbour: 2CN 
This embodies a precedence condition on object-oriented reflexivization: * Mary revealed himself i to John i
The fact that the antecedent hypothetical subtype is not modalized prevents a clause non-local antecedent: * Mary notified the fact that John i won to himself i
With the assignments of (30) 
Personal pronouns
We distinguish "external anaphora" in which the antecedent is intrasentential but outside the clause of the pronoun, or intersentential or extralinguistic, and "internal anaphora" in which the antecedent is within the clause of the pronoun or within a clause subordinate to that clause.
We assign to the nominative personal pronouns he/she as follows:
This captures that nominative pronouns only appear in subject positions, and that they permit no internal anaphora (cf. Principle C of 
To the both nominative and accusative personal pronoun it we assign for external anaphora thus:
This allows it to appear in both nominative and accusative positions.
To the accusative pronouns him/her we assign for external anaphora:
This represents that the case in English is configurational and that the default case is accusative: the use of the difference operator (i.e. negation as failure) allows the accusative pronouns to appear anywhere except in subject position. For example, * John i thinks him i runs blocks because 1 + runs, although it is of type (2)(S ↑ N), is also of type J • VP.
Finally, for internal anaphora we assign thus to the accusative personal pronouns him/her/it 11 :
A similar device as before limits the accusative pronouns to only non-subject positions. That the antecedent hypothetical subtype is modalized allows a non-clause-local internal antecedent (by contrast with the reflexivization (34)):
The fact that Mary employed John i surprised him i
The type embodies a precedence constraint on internal anaphora: * Mary revealed him i to John i
And the negation ensures that the pronoun cannot take as antecedent the subject of its own clause (cf. Principle B of [4] ): * John i likes him i
As noted by a reviewer the use of negation in (39) could be avoided by treating case as a syntactic feature, while its use in (40) is essential to capture a Principle B effect. 11 As noted by a reviewer this allows what Büring [1] calls Binding out of DP: Everyone i 's mother loves him i . Dowty [6] proposes an accusative pronoun type assignment which in our formalism is ((N\S) ↑ N) ↓ (N\S): λxλy(x y y) for subject antecedents. That approach requires additional types such as (((N\S)/N) ↑ N) ↓ ((N\S)/N) for other kinds of antecedents, as observed by Dowty, and does not capture Binding out of DP or Principle B effects. 
Exemplification
To exemplify the displacement logic and account of anaphora we assume the lexicon given in Fig. 8 . Atomic types are structured with feature terms; free variables are interpreted as universally quantified at the outermost level and thus undergo unification. 12 For the derivation of the possessive pronominalization john + likes + his + neighbour : S lexical lookup yields the semantically annotated sequent:
This has the proof given in Fig. 9 , which delivers semantics:
For the quantificational counterpart everyone + likes + his + neighbour : S there is the semantically annotated sequent:
which has the derivational proof of Fig. 10 .This delivers semantics: (ˇof B)ˇneighbour) For the derivation of the subject-oriented reflexivization john + likes + himself : S lexical lookup yields the semantically annotated sequent:
This has the proof given in Fig. 11 , which delivers semantics:
For the quantificational counterpart everyone + likes + himself : S there is the semantically annotated sequent: For the derivation of the verb phrase medial subject-oriented reflexivization john + buys + himself + coffee : S lexical lookup yields the semantically annotated sequent: This has the derivation given in Fig. 13 , which delivers semantics:
Principle A violations such as john + believes + mary + likes + himself : S and mary + believes + john + likes + herself : S have no derivation because the propositional attitude verb projects a modalized domain.
For the derivation of the object-oriented reflexivization john + informs + mary + about + herself : S lexical lookup yields the semantically annotated sequent:
This has the proof given in Fig. 14 , which delivers semantics:
For the derivation of the external nominative pronominalization john + believes + he + swims : S lexical lookup yields: ))), 
Conclusion
Anaphora occurs widely in natural language and its analysis raises methodological challenges. Anaphora can be intersentential or deictic, and some of the generalizations governing it seem to require negative conditions which are not easy to express naturally in grammar which is a formal generative system.
In this paper we have given a categorial treatment of anaphora which distinguishes what we call external anaphora and internal anaphora. The minimal governing category (MGC) of a pronoun is the smallest clause or noun phrase within which the pronoun falls. In external anaphora the pronoun takes its antecedent from outside its MGC, with no precedence constraint, and we characterize this in terms of (a version of) the limited contraction of Jäger [11] , which drives the semantic duplication of pronominalization syntactically. In internal anaphora the pronoun takes its antecedent from within its MGC, with a precedence constraint, and we characterize this in terms of the displacement calculus of Morrill, Valentín and Fadda [25] , which drives the semantic duplication of pronominalization lexically.
Here, binding principle A (locality) effects on reflexive internal anaphora are approached by means of the modalization of Morrill [21] . Binding principle B (antilocality) on personal pronoun internal anaphora is modelled by employing the negation as failure of Morrill and Valentín [24] . Binding principle C effects follow from the fact that in our analysis only external anaphora can be cataphoric. 
